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This is related t o have occurred while Sir Isaac was living
a t Woolsthorpe and attending the public school akGrantham,
probably in the year 1666, when he was about thirteen years
old. Asecond paragraph occurs on page 16 of the same
volume, which reads as follows :
It is about this time (1657) also that h e seems to have aid some
attention to the subject of the resistance of fluids, to which t i s euperimenta with water wheels would naturally lead him. Mr. Conduitt
(Sir Isaac’s nephew) apparently on the authority of Mrs. Vincent (an
intimate friend of Sir Isaac in his youth) informs us that even when
he waa occupied with his paper kites he was endeavoring to find out
the proper form of a body which would experience the least resistance
when moving in a fluid.
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The writin

of Geronimo Cardeno (born at Pavia, 1501, and‘died a t
8
1
not less than ten folio volumes. From a physical point
of view the most remarkable of these is his Opue Novzma, Basil, 1670,

Rome, 1576)

although, in general, it contains but little that is new. H e speaks
therein of the necessity of takin account of the resistance of the
medium if one would determine t%e velocity of movement of a projectile. H e furthermore endeavors to apply the beating of the pulse
as a means of measuring time. I n this way he measured the velocity
of the wind, and found that the strongest storm wind blew at the rate
of only fifty paca for one pulsation. * * * He also determined the
densities of certain bodies, partly by the phenomenon of friction and
partly by their resistance to projectiles, and found, for instance, that
the air is fifty times lighter than water, a result which he himself, however, considered as inaccurate.

On page 743 Poggendorff says :
This item is apparently copied by Sir David Brewster from
The
datum as to the velocity of the wind is that which Marriott
the manuscripts collected by Mr. Conduitt before 1720, as gives inoldest
his treatise on the Movement of Water and Other Fluids (pubmaterial for his own memoir of the great philosopher. The lished after his death a t Paris, 1686). Therein he states the velocity of
precise wording of the Stukely and Conduitt manuscripts is, the strongest winds at 39 feet per second. But since this velocity is
I suppose, not followed by Brewster in the paragraphs aIJOVe much too small, and he does not state how he found it, therefore it is
possible that this figure results from an estimate merely.
quoted.
Passing over the history of the invention of several forms
The above paragraphs are apparently those on which Poggendorff bases the statement made by him on page 659 of of anemometers, Poggendorff says :
his Qeschichte der Physik, “ Even playthings, such for exam- There are few subjects in physics to whose measurement so man
ple as the kite, served him not so much as a direct means of and various instruments have been devised as the strength of the a i n z
recreation, as a n opportunity for reflection as to how these Must of these, however, have been no sooner invented than they were
quickly forgotten. The number of useful measurements of the
could be beet constructed in order t h a t the wind should act again
velocity of the wind is very small and has no relation to the number
most powerfully upon them.”
of anemometers invented. As the oltlest of these measurements we
The Editor has, unfortunately, not a t hand any of the must recognize those of the Englishman, Derham. They were made
other numerous publications relative t o the life of Sir Isaac in the year 1705 and published in the Philosophical Transactions in
1708. From the velocity with which the wind carries light ohjects,
Newton ; but considering the thoroughness of his insiglit ruch
as down, he concluded that a storm wind had a velocity of 50 to
into the play of forces in all manner of cases, we can not 60 English miles per hour, which is evidently too small. Rochow obdoubt but that Sir Isaac arrived a t a satisfactory theory of served 1 % English miles, or 94 German miles, as the velocity of a hurthe mechanics of the problem. Nevertheless i t still remains ricane. (See the Philosophical Transactions, :tbridgerl, Vol. V, p. 393.)
To this Derham, also, must credit be given in that he first, in the abovetrue, as Professor Marvin has stated in this connection, t h a t mentioned
Philosophid Transactions, dernonstrated’the influence of
a search for the literature bearing upon the mechanics of the the wintl on the velocity of sound, an influence that the Academy del
kite in action has proved nearly fruitless, and his own pub- Cimeiito denieil, ant1 whose clemonstmtiun certainly demanded better
lished memoir on the construction of a kite, and another means of observatiun tliaii the a c d e m y pussessetl, since the velocity of
that will soon be puhlished, on the theory of the kite, consti- sound is very great relative to that of the aind.
tute the first important publications on this subject, and will
DERHAM’S OBSERVATIONS ON THE VELOCITY OF THE WIND.
prepare the way for future progress in the use of this importI n the London Philosophical Transactions for 1708, Vol.
a n t piece of meteorological apparatus.
SSVI,occurs the celebrated memoir hy Rev. W.Derhani on
The Editor understands t h a t Professor Marvin considers the Motion of Sound. This memoir was written and pubthe combinations of balloon and kite and various compli- lished in Latin, as heing the common language of the philocated forms objectionable on the score of efficiency, although sophers of that day, hut &out 1875 the late Dr. J. C!. Welling,
they may, sometimes, be necessary in order to overcome of Washington, had occasion to make a translation of this
special difficulties. The readers of the MONTHLYWEATHERmemoir and allowed the present Editor to have a copy made
REVIEWwill, we are certain, be pleased to hear from any who for preservation in the Library of the Weather Bureau. The
have made experiments with various forms of kites.
determination of the true velocity of sound required Dr.
EaRLY MEASURFtMENTS OF THE VELOCITY OF THE Derhani to determine the influence, if any, of the velocity of
the wind, about which there was some doubt a t t h a t time, in
WIND.
the minds of philosophers. As his determinations of the
We are indebted to Mr. Oliver L. Fassig for an interesting velocity
of the wind have a special interest for meteorologists,
item of history as to early measurements of the velocity and
and
as
Derhnm’s
whole nienioir is an elegant example of
force of the wind. I n the September REVIEW,on page 335,
experimental
work,
the Editor takes pleasure in laying before
we have stated t h a t the simplest measurement of the velocity
the
readers
of
the
REVIEW,
the following quotation from the
of the wind is made by observing the speed of light bodies,
latter
part
of
Dr.
Welling’s
translation, which is fuller than
such as feathers or soap bubbles, carried along by it. Ques:
the
authorized
Hutton’s
Abridgment
tions of inertia or of the resist,ance of any heavy object to
the force of the wind do not enter into the calculation of After, in this way, I hat1 perceivetl what influence the winds have,
these results if the light object remains in the air long both for accelerating and retarding the course of sounds, curiosity led
to inquire into the velocity of the winds themselves. And though
enough to attain the same velocity as the wind itself; there- me
the inquiry may be foreign to my subject it will not be wholly ungratefore this method is much more direct and not encunib6red ful, as I hope, to curious minds, if I publish in this connection certain
with the theoretical difficulties t h a t attend the method de- observations on this puint.
scribed on page 335, as invented in his early youth, by Sir Concerning 1Ae velocilyof wind8.-1n order to ascertain how large a
space winds may traverse in any given time, I have used, in prosecuting
Isaac Newton.
my experiments. certain bodies of the somewhat lighter sort, such as
The observation of the velocity of very light floating bodies thistle down, light feathers, etc., which seemed better to serve my purwas made with much care by Derhani of England in his pose than the instrument which is described for us in the Philosophical
determination of the velocity of sound ; but earlier than this, Transactions, No. 24; or even that other more available one, recalling
the figure of a mill with wingsattached, invented, unless I mistake, by
and, in fact, the earliest record t h a t the Editor is aware of, is our
most acute friend, the late Dr. Hook.
the following, quoted from Poggendorff’s Qeschich.te der Physik, From very many experiments which I have made, with the aid of
the lighter sort of bodies, when the winds were blowing with differp. 123:
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